Who we are

We are one of the oldest and most experienced Ukrainian firms practicing solely intellectual property and related fields.

From the date of its foundation in 1993, our company is rendering full list of services in the field of intellectual property rights protection.

Doubinsky & Osharova is one of the most respected Ukrainian IP boutiques that continue to sustain market recognition.

Agency has highly skilled team, whose professionalism is based both on deep knowledge of world's practice as well as on own experience.

The main principle of working with Clients in the Agency is building strong trust based on efficiency.

Doubinsky & Osharova suggests professional, operative and responsible servicing of Clients in a sphere of intellectual property rights in Ukraine and abroad.

Especially Agency is popular among foreign clients due to its high-quality standards of work, deep understanding and compliance standards of the clients.

Our firm consists of two main departments: Patent and Legal.

Each of the departments consists of nearly 15 professionals with excellent practical skills and theoretical knowledge.

The most authoritative international rankings:

- CHAMBERS EUROPE
- WTR 1000
- LEGAL 500
Agency provides a full range of intellectual property services from assessing the chances of objects’ registration to creating a strategy for IP portfolio, from monitoring violations to the development of a full-scale strategy for the protection of rights:
Our Superiority

- We are looking for an individual approach to each client taking into consideration clients’ aims and business needs, providing longstanding relationship.

- We have the biggest number of registered patent attorneys and IP advocates among the IP firms in Ukraine. We are engaged in large projects which need great amount of professionals and moreover we can entrust a particular project to the expert, who has the largest practice in this issue.

- We are very creative and are able to find the solution in the most difficult cases.

- We have long and successful experience in fighting against counterfeit and piracy.

- We have created very successful know-how strategy for fighting against retail sale of counterfeit goods.

- While other Ukrainian firms have maximum two recognized partners, our Agency has four recognized Partners as the leading experts in the sphere of IP rights for years in Ukraine as well in the world.

- We fully understand the compliance and always adhere to the principles of professional legal ethics.

- We show broad social activity in national and international professional public organizations that allow professional society to be engaged in protection of clients’ rights in cases where there is a threat of corruption initiated by another party.

- We are very flexible in fees and in accounting methods.
Doubinsky & Osharova assists leading Ukrainian and international enterprises and organizations that belong to absolutely different fields. The list of Clients includes manufacturers of alcohol and non-alcohol drinks, cigarettes, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, confectioneries, foodstuffs, mineral waters and many others.

A market-leading IP boutique that is best known for its expertise in trade mark protection and counterfeiting projects. Also highly recommended for patent and design work (Chambers Europe 2014).

Doubinsky & Osharova is ‘top tier for IP prosecution’. On the contentious side, Michael Doubinsky and Irina Osharova, who are leaders in their field, successfully defended certain rights against challenges (Legal 500, 2014).
Recent Quotations

Irina Osharova: “is a really experienced lawyer, very well versed in trademarks” (WTR 1000, 2015).

Tatyana Shpakovich is “very smart, very active and very experienced” (WTR 1000, 2015).

Michael Doubinsky “is famed for his “profound knowledge”; the redoubtable litigator is extremely active on the market (WTR 1000, 2015).

Victoria Sopilnyak is “partner focused on pharma cases” (ULF 2014 A Handbook for foreign clients).

Anton Koval “is another IP force of this team, particularly known for his litigation strength” (ULF 2014 A Handbook for foreign clients).

Contact details

Doubinsky & Osharova Patent and Law Agency

Phone: (380 44) 490-5454 Fax: (380 44) 490-5460
e-mail: info@iplaw.com.ua Url: www.iplaw.com.ua

Office address: 110 Zhilyanska Str., Kyiv, 01032, Ukraine

Follow us

Membership in Associations

Members of the team constantly contribute to industry publications and are members of leading IP organizations, including INTA, AIPPI, PTMG, IBA, UTA (Ukrainian Trademark Association), EBA, ACC in Ukraine, UBA (Ukrainian Bar Association).